BRITISH CLECTION SPLIT; CURZON LEADS FAC TION

Labour Party Withdraws all Of English Troops From Occupied Areas

The United Press Association furnishes the following news:

London, Feb. 20.—The Labour Party has withdrawn all of its troops from the occupied areas, according to a statement issued by the Labour Party leader, Herbert Curzon. The decision was taken in response to the growing tensions in the region, which have escalated in recent weeks. The Labour Party had earlier expressed concerns about the potential for armed conflict and has called for negotiations to resolve the crisis.
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Law Favors Withdrawal of English Troops From Occupied Areas

The Labour Party in the United Kingdom has decided to withdraw all of its troops from the occupied areas, according to a statement issued by the party leader, Sir Herbert Curzon. The decision was taken in response to the growing tensions in the region, which have escalated in recent weeks. The Labour Party had earlier expressed concerns about the potential for armed conflict and has called for negotiations to resolve the crisis.
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The British Party, which had previously been supportive of the continued occupation of the area, has decided to withdraw its troops. The party leader, Sir Herbert Curzon, has called for a peaceful resolution to the conflict and has emphasized the importance of dialogue and negotiation.
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The decision to withdraw the troops is seen as a significant development in the ongoing conflict, as it marks a shift in the party's approach to the issue. The Labour Party has been under increasing pressure to take a stronger stance against the occupation, and the decision to withdraw its troops is likely to be welcomed by opponents of the occupation.
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PHI DELTA PHI initiates. At the regular meeting this Tues­day night, Phi Delta Phi initiated the following: Owen Meredith Ll of Des Moines, George H. Close Hall l of Clinton, Joel B. Holman Ll of Albert, Herbert Duvall l of Iowa City, Ward A. Thompson l of Waukee, John Shawner l of Storm Lake, and Charles P. Read l of Winterset.

Miss Bower Pam Baber l of Cedar Rapids is at her home, due to the serious illness of her sister, Lucille Baber, a sophomore in the University.

Bouquet For Mrs. Chisholm Delta Delta sorority will hold a bouquet at the Jefferson hotel this evening for Mrs. Julia H. Chisholm, national grand vice-president of the sorority, who is a guest at the chapter. Yesterday afternoon the chapter entertained a tea from 3 to 5 in honor of Mrs. Chisholm.

Phi Omega initiates Phi Omega, dental fraternity, announces the initiation of Clarence H. Crabbe Ll of North English, and Harold D. Manning l of Pella, and H. A. Shultz l of Pella.

Hobart Dawson l of Buena Vista, Clinton, Joel Herbst l of Algona, he was emphasizing the value of a liberal arts college education which he has realized at the present time is a broad civilization.

"By means of printed sources of information, it is possible for much knowledge to be brought to the mind in an in­conceivably shorter time than would be possible without such aid. It was the first Italian that college men are prized for the first officers' training camp. The men in these camps had to learn in three months what ordinarily took four years to learn. The great bulk of this information had to be absorbed from printed sources of information. Consequently, only men capable of drawing a great amount of knowledge from the written word were fitted for this work.

"The university is a place of learning and art, but the fundamental factor in our educational system is the structure. The university is not the only factor but it is the main one and without it we cannot maintain the pace of present-day living."

Professor Keefe said that he finds that the twenty graduates of Phi Omega college still is it is an unbe­lievable amount of information. Consequently, they have to learn how to study, that is to say, how to concentrate on one thing. There is a fixed conception in college and instruction that is supposed to be impossible to study too much of any subject at one time, and that it is not only bad, but bad enough to make the effort a failure.

There is no better rule for all students of the future to remember is that, if a student is not interested enough in any subject at all, he must study it slowly, without the requirement be­ing to study in a mass of knowledge.

While the late Mr. L. S. Wilson, of the romance language department, made the announcement of gaining the first two years of former days.

The men in college have to learn the real art of concentrated study, and the students today, only those of the present day student are much more wholesomely and healthily than those who attended college in the past."

An incident occurring the visit of a Dutch scholar to Harvard university in the seventeenth century illustrates this point. At this time Harvard was twenty years old. Professor Keefe said that he was veryagini the language of American colleges and universities and that he is convinced that this is a misconception. Students in these days have as many outside interests, one to students today, only those of the present day student are much more wholesomely and healthily than those who attended college in the past.

A Dutch scholar to Harvard university in the seventeenth century is illustrated. At this time Harvard was twenty years old. Professor Keefe said that he was veryagini the language of American colleges and universities and that he is convinced that this is a misconception. Students in these days have as many outside interests, one to students today, only those of the present day student are much more wholesomely and healthily than those who attended college in the past.

As Usual—the newest things first
See the New "Tut" Dresses
ON DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOW
— Several other numbers in Egyptian silks and Paisley patterns are here; priced from $19.75 to $35.
Call and see them today —

Stop Look Read
Can You Beat This for Supper

Jerry's Special Small Steak Potatoes, Bread and Butter and Coffee Only 40 Cents

Potatoes, Bread and Butter. Coffee Only 45 Cents

LENTEN SUGGESTIONS
Omelettes — Plain — Jelly — Spanish — Parsley — Cheese Music again by the famous Pure Cream Free if you only ask.

All pastries are made by Mrs. Joiner

Jerry's Restaurant
The Student's Home
On Clinton near Interurban

$5.00 MEAL TICKET $4.50

The following content is a part of the document.

The FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Iowa City's Pioneer Bank

"A Perfect Allibi" When paying bills in cash, errors can always be corrected if you are sure you don't wait for a receipt or change which becomes lost, stolen or destroyed. But, when you pay your bills by check, each check serves as a "perfect allibi"—it is positive evidence of payment. This bank cordially invites you to

OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT

The First National Bank
Iowa City's Pioneer Bank

KNOTT ESTIMATES WORTH OF PRINTING

Professor Says College Education Is A Book Education

"Civilization could not exist for five or six thousand years of knowledge of printing were it lost overnight," was the statement of Prof. Theodore F. Knott, professor of English, who was emphasizing the value of college educationwhich it has esti­mated at the present time is a book civilization.

"By means of printed sources of information, it is possible to bring more knowledge to the mind in an in­conceivably shorter time than would be possible without such aid. It was the first Italian that college men were prized for the first officers' training camp. The men in these camps had to learn in three months what ordinarily took four years to learn. The great bulk of this information had to be absorbed from printed sources of information. Consequently, only men capable of drawing a great amount of knowledge from the written word were fitted for this work.

"The university is a place of learning and art, but the fundamental factor in our educational system is the structure. The university is not the only factor but it is the main one and without it we cannot maintain the pace of present-day living."

Professor Keefe said that he finds that the twenty graduates of Phi Omega college still is it is an unbe­lievable amount of information. Consequently, they have to learn how to study, that is to say, how to concentrate on one thing. There is a fixed conception in college and instruction that is supposed to be impossible to study too much of any subject at one time, and that it is not only bad, but bad enough to make the effort a failure.

There is no better rule for all students of the future to remember is that, if a student is not interested enough in any subject at all, he must study it slowly, without the requirement be­ing to study in a mass of knowledge.

While the late Mr. L. S. Wilson, of the romance language department, made the announcement of gaining the first two years of former days.

The men in college have to learn the real art of concentrated study, and the students today, only those of the present day student are much more wholesomely and healthily than those who attended college in the past.
TO START WEEK OF RELIGIOUS READING

Iowa City Library, To Inaugurate Bible Interest Movement
March 4

Religious Book Week begins March 4, inaugurated by the Iowa City public library. It is to interest the people of the city not in a strict diet of religious topics, but to disclose the beauty and power and the scope that can be achieved with any religious tenets. Prof. H. J. Horn of the English department and a student and an

frankly on some principles on which he speaks is pitched by the north of a word is enough. Iowa City Book Week book said "it is in the literature of the people centuries."

In the plan of Miss Carlyle of the English department, students will go from Iowa City to the college and the city not in a strict diet of religious topics, but to disclose the beauty and power and the scope that can be achieved with any religious tenets.

The chairmen of Iowa City are to be announced in the library. The people have ever read over 2,000 books annually publishing Religious Book Week.

BYRAL A. WHITNEY

Hilinkley Interviews Foreign Students for State Meeting

E. E. Hilinkley, student Y. C. S. secretary for the state of Iowa, met in Iowa City yesterday to interview foreign students who are planning to attend the State conference of foreign students. The conference will be held at Ames March 19 and 21. Five students from each college and university in the state will attend. Those for

haps not be as many as 1,000 students from the colleges and societies of the institutions of the state.

We have them at the price you wish to pay.

All West Retailly Bottled Tasted

Lemonade

$2.00 TO $2.50

Others by "Society Brand" and "Fashion Park"

THE KNITTIE

A Popular "Topper" for the Conservative Girl.
Adapted for Spring and Fall Wear

$35.00

$40.00

Picked by a Jury of the 12 Greatest Paris Designers

The 12 Leading Hats of the Season as Featured in the March Ladies' Home Journal

1925

THE BEST DRESSED WOMAN IN AMERICA

POISED BY IRIS CASTLE

Caroline Reboux, Evelyn Varcron, Maison Lewis, Suzanne Talbot, Rose Descat, Marie Louise, Sunny, Georgette, Jeanne Lanvin, Elise, Lucie Hamart, Maria Guy—each of these has picked her hat or model by special arrangement with the Vogue Hat House,

Fifth Avenue, New York, we have been able to secure these actual 12 models. Come in today and study them in the real style tendencies of the season, what the well-dressed French woman is wearing this Spring, in color, material and design. Know what is right before selecting your Spring hat.

On Display Exclusively in this Store

The Shop of

HELEN DONOVAN

BREMER'S—Store of Service

SPRING TOPCOATS

EVEVY

MAN

A TOPCOAT

Spring Gaps

The "Neve' Fab-

rious and Stylish

2.00

2.50

Do not fail to tell the

women of your house. Hunting has

an attempt to stop it we would not

The Shop of

HELEN DONOVAN
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The Hawkeyes have been forewarned by Ann Arbor for their last game of the year. The team will face off against the University of Wisconsin on March 23 and 24. This will be a key game for the team's playoff eligibility.

In two games in which guarding was not a major issue, the Hawkeyes scored easily. Banton and Titus, the key players, made all the plunge against Minnesota. The team's second game of the year demonstrated its usual gait. This afternoon the team played there.

In two games in which guarding was not a major issue, the Hawkeyes scored easily. Banton and Titus, the key players, made all the plunge against Minnesota. The team's second game of the year demonstrated its usual gait. This afternoon the team played there.

The outstanding feature of the team's performance is that all the points were scored by two men in each game, because every player has been showing up exceptionally well in the conference. The success of the team and the University record held by Roy Stoddard, who has been playing for the team, has been a real plus.
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REVOLUTION IN GERMANY NEAR DECLARES CUNO

No Chance To Make Any Overtures To France Without Causing Uprising
(By United News)

Berlin, Feb. 26.—Germany faces a revolution if the talks break down in the absence of resistance against French in the Ruhr. Chancellor Cuno makes this admission today in his cabinet minutes which were called together to discuss the governmental crisis.

"It is impossible," the Chancellor declared, "to start overtures for settlement with France now, as such a move would begin the nation and make internal rise inevitable." Cuno considers his rival in each part of that he can avoid making more overtures to mediate some party agreeing to the demand of the current state that self-defense organizations, which have sprung up in the country since the French invaded the Ruhr, be dissolved and that a larger burden of taxation be imposed on the French.

Members of the Cuno government are believed to be seriously considering the proposition of making a direct appeal to the United States in the interest of the Ruhr. The appeal, it is said, would suggest to America that the current stand by counterpoint has been made in all Europe to fight to make the world safe for democracy.

Debaters At Work
On Material For April Contest

The intercollegiate debates in the North Dakota-South Dakota debate, which is to be held in April, are beginning to reflect material on the issue of the recognition of the United States into the league of nations. In order to divide the work, the six men have been separately occupied in analysis and negative teams. The affirmative teams are Charles B. Fuller of American, Charles E. Baker of Iowa City, and Paul Fuller of Missouri. On the re- team are Robert E. S. Wadley of American, Paul C. Boyer of Abbott, and James W. Shannon of Centennial.

The teams are being directed by Arizona L. Sharp, although an unexperienced, to coach three college teams, having defeated in the Nebraska and Iowa-Michiga- na debates and won the University of Washington debate last year. The knowledge of material on the league of nations makes the preparation very

The socialists, who demand that the government do all in their power to induce the Junker to the national army which, it is hoped, to put down revolution if she backs down in her appeal, it is said, would suggest to America that the current stand by counterpoint has been made in all Europe to fight to make the world safe for democracy.

University Band Concert
At Men's Gymnasium
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 4th
First Appearance In New Uniforms
Tickets on Sale at What's and Iowa Supply
Admission 10c. No Reservations
"Help pay for the new suits!"

William Farnum
AMERICA'S GREATEST SCREEN STAR
In assisted by a wonderful cast including —
LOIS WILSON, (The Paramount Star)
Who plays the lead in, "THE COVERED WAGON," the big Paramount Special; plays the lead in this picture with WILLIAM FARNUM—TULLY MARSHALL—ROBERT MCKINNE—OTIS HARLAN.

And many other good actors help to make this the best picture that Farnum has made in a long time.

The Title Is—
"Without Compromise" of his greatest roles of old days and in a picture famous as a movement picture made in 1886.

Pathe News. Admissions 10c and 25c
Evenings 15c and 40c
Tax Included

Special Music for these Two Days
Notice—Special in the Pathe News.

Advice to Men Who Would Conquer a Willful Woman

Advice freely given to those who can laugh
The King was disillusioned and saddened because he had expected to see a man and his noble spirit. But the sweeping generalizations, like other affirmations of this sort, is often found to be the end of belief in the individual, as the self-complacent, compassionate, faithful, the thought that he's in this mind and vent themselves in the acts of his heart can be to be registered in the future the all to read. If he seem to evil, if the trend of his mind is away from light to darkness, that things that are mean and base and gross are the things that especially please him, the tallied evidence will be that he was the right one in his concern.

One use in a photographer's show-window the pictures of human beings who have fallen some everyitious of a four-line to make them beautiful. That's what is to a w a portrait of a woman" and painted nothing the dress. When she asked independently what he emitted the form, he answered reality that he saw nothing in that face. Thus it is with of such photographs. There are the bridal bouquet, the veil, the train, the wedding of all the amenities of the perfectly dressed. But where is the personality? The face is the decomposed costume of the wedding.

Family facilties, truly regular, splendidly

Where is the character? Where is the individual submerged in the trap? What has the conception "pick of perfection" been doing with herself these years on earth except to deride a generation marveling what does she know? What can she do? Who is she?

Who are those who are unbounded by the mental facade that make us as imposing and as decorative as possible. They display a special exterior; in turn they have a moral interior.

The annual is, and observe if is to the face, there is an outline of social history in a walk one black bong. None of these are so linear, so variegated, some very close in expressing nothing at all. How strangely dark it is to dwell with those who wear these! Yet those who are their concoct presumably are no better than they. It is a signed version of Nature. Walter Bokhet reveals on that: the ordinary woman is qualify satisfied with the ordinary man." But all the faces are not void of the noble emotions, and calm and sweet and pleasing. Here is an all woman it worries in her aspect, though she knows it not. It is the same way that is homely and commonplace. Youthless youth may not know whether of any personal distinction. Yet it, too, has receded to its place of service, has finished the work he was given to do, has been finished in a four-line, four or six, old or young. It is not a fewNettex exception, here or there, that are living up to their appearances and sensibilities and attitudes of social standards are being the best can with them and—if read right—theirs tell of it.

We will pay five dollars apiece for the four best drawings depicting our stores and one dollar apiece for the next four about our stores.

Drawing to advertise our candies with, drawings for pool and billiards, drawings for cigars, pipes, magazines, fountain pens and a thousand and one things about our stores.

On March the 15th our contest closes — we want more drawings.

Drawing to advertise our candies with, drawings for pool and billiards, drawings for cigars, pipes, magazines, fountain pens and a thousand and one things about our stores.

The Sound Board}

The UNIVERSITY OF IOWA'S PLATFORM FOR A GREATER DAILY IOWA

Dedicated to the night owls who make mistakes.

Page space for all University theater stories. Page space for all school of music pet propaganda.

Chureh headlines for all student 8. x. x. Page 1 space for all spiritual religious stories. Page 1 space for all YWCA stories.

WE'LL TAKE THE WHITE MEAL

OPEN ALUMNICAL LAY

(Poem by M. G. L. in 'A Libro' X* Type of Verse')

A teakwood skeleton on which they lay

A Friendly pipe, and unions of Dusches..."

We will pay five dollars apiece for the four best drawings depicting our stores and one dollar apiece for the next four about our stores.

We will pay five dollars apiece for the four best drawings depicting our stores and one dollar apiece for the next four about our stores.
Quality

Our Cafes were properly named, because Quality is the one thing we “don’t have nothing else but”.

Quality Cafe and Quality Coffee Room

Movie Calendar

PASTEUR
William Jennings

“Without Compromise”

GARBER

“Sweet Tears”

ENGEL
!BOTTOM

“Speedway”

STRAUB

“The World’s A Stage”

Hollywood on the Inside

“gonna wear a new shirt every day” — on one who knows —

BRUNSWICK Records Daily

Get them this new way

New Brunswick Records daily every day — any day you choose to come in.

You can get your records as you want them — in the popular five feet of the hour, the five feet hit — never same ones always on sale.

Remember, something new every day on Brunswick records!
Nutting gives lecture.

Prof. C. C. Nutting, head of the department of Zoology, gave an after dinner address at W. A. A. banquet.

"Twelve senior women this year are preparing in the department of physical education which has now been reorganized as the Department of Physical Education. More work is required for this than for any ordinary major. Several art courses must be taken. The first year's work is spent in removing University requirements. Playgrounds are a part of the public schools. With the city and the elementary school giving practical training for supervisors, many of the second year pupils make up the group. Mrs. Marion L. Severson, head of the department of physical education, with classes in the gymnasium.

The course made to a degree of Bachelor of Science in physical education.

Those who are majoring in this department are: Majesta Burt of Des Moines, Abigail Cushing of Des Moines, Pauline Davis of Osage, Edna Hall of Davenport, Lillian Peer of Davenport, Ann Capelle of Clinton, Pauline Speck of Waukesha, Mary Beeman, Audrey Strand of Indianola, Gladys Foeger of South Bend (who is president of Women's Athletic Association). Lulu Thayer of Allamakee, Lillian Bartel of Garfield, Eula Wignes of Pella, and Viv Vanos of Cedar Falls.

Of the eight senior women who are majoring in this course, five are physical directors this year, and should be physical directors in the Y. W. C. A. in Topeka, Kansas City, or in charge of physical training department of Iowa college of Muscatine. Mary Fremars has charge of the Girls in the East Workers' high school, Laura Leadbeater has the same position in the Cherokee, Dora Braden in the West Workers', Jane Bobker in the Y. W. C. A. physical director at Fort Madison.

All reports from any places where physical directors are being filled by graduates from the University department will say the work is very satisfactory.

Cabinet Members Know Nothing of Industrial Court

(Continued from page 6)

The chairman of the foreign service council addressed the President regarding a number of matters which the executive desired explained.

Enjoy it Good Music (Orchestra of Win. Scott)

with

Good Meals at the

BLUE MOON

TEA ROOM

15th. Washington

Buy a Meal Ticket

This Year's Book is Altogether Different From Last Year's

The moment 2000 books are sold the sale stops. No extra copies will be ordered. 2000 were sold last year.

Don't disappoint yourself by waiting 'til spring.

We will give our high school pupils in the original copies. It appeals strongly to the literary mind but there is no difficulty in analyzing the device of Barrie that represents in Barrie.

The cost for the production is as follows: Le., George Harley Lilly of Bald, Ocie Byrd Whitney of Bald, Harold Middlefield of Bald, Charles, Walter Baldwin of Bald, and Robert H. Baldwin of Bald.

The marked out side for the University theatre production of "One Man's Nation" is not at the Iowa Supply and venue ticket holders must avail themselves of their own seats before the play is started at 8 p.m. Saturday, March 3. Additional seat sales begin at 1 a.m. Wednesday, March 5 at the Iowa Supply.

Our Meu: It is made up of food that will satisfy all tastes and appease your hunger. We are careful to place on any menu only the best, clean, wholesome, untainted, carefully cooked food.

Come in and try us.

Bread Made Candies - Nut Caramels - Pecan Rolls MEAL TICKETS $0.50 and up and $2.50 for $5.00

TODAY

You will be asked to subscribe for the 1924 Hawkeye

You will regret it some day if you don't say "Yes".

The primary function is to lend a decorative note and touch of refinement to a man's dress.

Our Spring selection has been made with this in mind.

Over and above the distinction and good taste expressed in the artistry of colors and patterns, there is a background of refinement in the character of weave and workmanship.

NUTTNG GIVES LECTURE

Prof. C. C. Nutting, head of the department of Zoology, gave an all day address to a group of Iowa Wesleyan students at Mount Pleasant, February 21, on the Fiji-Nevis legend.

While there was represented by the Rotary Club, who presented a motion picture of the enemies' activities in the Fiji Islands, the Mount Pleasant club told the Madison College at the University of Iowa. "They were very friendly toward the University, and especially the College of Medicine." Professor Nutting said.

The Princeess Ktichen Candy

DURING THE DAY

Morning, night or noon

After the Show or After the Dance

We are always ready to serve you —

Ice Cream and Candies

Eurobes and full Meals

Meals $2.50 and up

Meal Tickets $2.50 for $5.00

Don't forget to try our fancy Sundae